
 

 
 

Permit # 6216-INDC, NPDES # VTS0000108

EPSC Specialist Report

EPSC ACTION ITEMS        Date of Inspection: March 12, 2013         Date of Report: March 18, 2013

Weather:

Temperatures have gradually been rising since the last reporting period, reaching the high 40's/low 50's from 3/8/2013 through 3/12/2013.

No significant rain events have occurred since the last reporting period. Weather at the time of the inspection was in the 40's with scattered rain showers,

light winds, and overcast. Visibility was limited along the crane path at the time of the inspection.

Construction Status:

The construction status is unchanged since the last reporting period. All earthwork activities have been put on hold until spring/summer 2013

unless there is an erosion or maintenance issue that requires immediate attention. 

EPSC practices installed and removed since last report:

J.A. McDonald, Inc. assisted GMP to gain conveyance to dirty water ditch lines along the crane path where others had plowed/piled snow

such that stormwater had restricted means of reaching some of the stormwater features. 

Construction Stormwater Observations (areas where a NOT has not been filed - crane path and OH Collector):

Stormwater features along the crane path were generally snow covered.

The northeast face of the T18 fill slope was opening up and some of the erosion matting was exposed. Observed matting was in good condition, and 

Operational Stormwater Observations (areas where a NOT has been filed - access road):

See attached photographs. The gradual melting that has occurred over the past week has not been significant enough to cause the stormwater

features to discharge. Generally, the features from the O&M building to the crane path were still snow covered, and those below the

O&M building were starting to open up and capture what little stormwater has resulted from the melting and minor precipitation received on 3/12/13.

Erosion problems encountered and how and when resolved:

Status of the project in terms of consistency with the planned construction sequence:

Description, including location and total area (acres), of disturbed land at the time of the inspection:

Total area of disturbance on the KCW Wind Farm component at the time of the inspection was approximately 0 acres. 

Description of areas temporarily or permanently stabilized since the last inspection record:

Unchanged. Zones where the snow had melted off of temporarily stabilized areas showed the matting/hay mulch was still in good condition.

Changes in the EPSC Plan that are required (including submission for authorization from DEC, when necessary):

Dewatering documentation - when dewatering is underway, discussion and photographs of measures being utilized for treatment 

& turbidity monitoring results in conformance with Subpart III.H of the Permit:

Photographs of areas stabilized since the prior report:

Photographs of all disturbed areas:

No earth disturbance has taken place since the last reporting period.

No matting was observed to be in need of repair.

did not require any maintenance.

No areas have required additional stabilization since the last reporting period.

No dewatering has occurred since the last reporting period.

None.

Kingdom Community Wind - Lowell Mountain Wind Farm Component

Tower maintenance and snow plowing are currently the only activities taking place on site.

No erosion problems were encountered since the last inspection.

The work is in general conformance with the planned construction sequence.

Total area of disturbance on the transmission line and substation (6216-INDC.1) = less than 0.5 acres reported.



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photographs of receiving water(s) at turbidity monitoring location(s):

All turbidity monitoring results collected since prior report in accordance with Subpart III.B of this Permit:

Site Specific Recommendations from the EPSC Specialist.

DATE 

REPORTED DESCRIPTION / NOTES PRIORITY

Complete 

By Status

8/29/2012 Maintain matting on slopes until they are sufficiently vegetated. High On-going On-going

11/29/2012 While work is suspended until the 2013 construction season, OSPC inspections shall High On-going Performing
continue at least monthly or after any significant precipitation or melt off event. Significant
will be as determined by the EPSC Specialist.

3/12/2013 Open up holes in the snow banks where piled on dirty water ditch lines along the crane path to High On-going Working on
maintain conveyance. GMP to avoid plowing/piling clean snow onto dirty water ditch line.

Attendees to EPSC Site Walk:  
Environmental Specialist (Joey Wilson, WCE)
Project OSPC (Matt Morin, J.A. McDonald)

Note:  This report is based on field observations and discussions as noted by the preparer.  

No turbidity sampling was required.

No turbidity monitoring locations were required.



 

Operational Stormwater Observations (Access Road) 

 

    
Access road was in excellent condition with    LS-A9 was opening up. Feature still had  

little rutting or frost heaves. Garbage truck shown   1’ of freeboard before discharging over   

going down the access road at +/- A41+00.    the lip. 

 

    
Stream at CV-A2 was still frozen in. No flows   LS-A7 was opening up. Ice was breaking up and  

were observed.       there was fee water at the surface. The feature 

had 4” to 6” of snow on the lip and approx 18” of 

freeboard remaining. 

 

    
Only snow was observed in LS-A6.    Wet Pond H was thawing out. No flows were 

        observed at the outlet. 

 

 

 



 

Construction Stormwater Observations (Crane Path & Overhead Collector) 
   

     
The crane path and pad around T9 was opened   Crane path adjacent to T12. Significant ice and  

up. Need to break holes through snow banks   snow buildup.    

plowed on the dirty water ditch for conveyance. 

 

     
T3 facing T1. Significant snow and ice along the   NE slope face of T18 showed areas of erosion 

ridgeline. Maintain conveyance to ditch lines.   matting, all of which appeared to be in good 

condition. 

 

    
Approx A85+00 facing up station. The access road             J.A McDonald was brought on to break openings  

was open, but the OH Collector line was still snow  through snow banks plowed over the dirty  

covered. No issues were observed.    water ditch for conveyance. 

 

 
 


